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White band

WHITE BAND - BEGIN FROM WITHIN
White band introduces you to the basic functional patterns that our bodies do in everyday life. We 'fine tune' your body by checking on areas that may present itself with 

possible restrictions or dysfunctions, correcting and optimising your movements through a series of drills

Let the games begin!! 
STAGE 1: Let's do a check up!

1. Posture and Movement screening

2. Lean Screen (Sit Screen where applicable) 

STAGE 2:  Lets see how you're moving!

In this stage we look at your functional movement patterns.

Knee To Wall Sumo Squat Hip Mobility Static Trendy Waiters Bow TX Rotation Airport Controller 

Set up

1. Stand facing the wall
2. Foot fist and a thumb 
away from wall
3. Drive knee towards wall 

 
1. Stand up tall with arms 
out front
2. Feet outside shoulder 
3. Sit down in to a imaginary 
chair

1. Lay flat on the ground 
with the belly down
2. Bend leg up to 90 
degrees 
3. Rotate foot towards 
your midline

1. Stand on one leg 
2. Arms behind head 
3. Stand still 30secs

1. Stand up tall
2. Arms out in across 
chest
3. Cut yourself in half, 
push bum back 

1. Stand up tall
2. Feet Together 
3. Arms Crossed over 
chest  

1. Ability to get wrists to 
wall 
2.Elbows to ear height 
3. Wrist Contact 
maintained 

Pass 
requirement 

1. 2cm past toes (with No 
Pain)
2. Keep heels down
3. Upright posture

1. Knees over 3rd toe
2. No forward lean 
3. Squat to 90 degrees 

1.45 degrees range 
internal rotation (Ankle 
infront of knee)
2. Back and hips touching 
the ground
3. No twisting of hips

1. Able to hold a single leg 
hold
2. Able to stand on 1 leg

1. No bend in lower back 
(lordosis) 
2. No bend in legs
3. Able to reach mid shin 
distance, first knuckle past 
knees

1. No Hip rotation 2. Same 
side elbow inline with front 
corner of hip

1. Lowerback into wall 2.
Elbow and wrists 
maintaining contact

STAGE 3 - Lets Move!

It's time to see how you fair with your movement down your desired pathway

Additional Info: *Because this is a choose-your-own-adventure story, you are able to mix and match categories but must chose one movement from each, in order to pass*

For each movement pattern listed below you will need to choose one exercises to complete. There are 7 primal movement patterns (i.e you will select 7 of the predetermined exercises to complete. 

Movement pattern

Movement 
pattern

Gait Squat Rotate Lunge Hinge Push Pull 

Rules

How to chooose There are 8 'tools' to choose from. See the list on the below for choices, the corresponding exercise to each movement pattern is mapped out in the tables below. 

You must select one exercise from the 8 tools for each movement pattern category. For example, for gait if you choose body weight, the exercise to be completed will be

High heel march. If you choose battle ropes for the pull movement pattern, you will need to complete the rope pull exercise. 

1. Body Weight 5. Barbell

2. Body weight Plyo 6. PB/USB

3. Straps 7. Dumbells/Kettlebells

4. Bands 8. Battleropes

Pass 
requirements

Each exercise will have 3 Pass Requirements that must be met to pass. 

Global rules In addition to the 3 Pass Requirements you must also meet the 3 global rules, which applies  to ALL exercises listed below. The global rules are: 

1. Neutral Spine

2. Controlled Tempo

3. Effective Range Of Motion (complete movement without "cheating")

3 Strikes juggernaut gets 3 warnings on form in the metric (exercise) if unable to self-correct on the 4th occassion it will be a DNC (Did Not Complete)

i.e. "1st Warning + Cue Correction", "2nd Warning + Cue Correction", Last Warning on form, next one will be a DNC for this Metric"

#rangeid=269419166
#rangeid=1703979428
#rangeid=497364257
#rangeid=36297463
#rangeid=1722478189
#rangeid=1900024326
#rangeid=1095417075
#rangeid=40897717
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1. Bodyweight

Movement 
patterns

Gait Squat Rotate Lunge Hinge Push Pull 

Exercise
High heel march Slow body weight squat

Thoracic rotation 
in 4 point kneel

Static body weight lunge Glute bridge Push ups
Females: Hanging Flexed 

arm Hang
Males: Chin Ups

Female
50 rep in total 50 reps (non stop) 20 reps x 5 sec hold

50 reps Total 
(25 per leg)

Hold at top range 
2 mins

12 reps 10 Sec

Male
50 rep in total 50 reps (non stop) 20 reps x 5 sec hold

50 reps Total 
(25 per leg)

Hold at top range 
2 mins

30 reps 3 Reps

Set up

1. Standing up tall 
2. Tuck Pelvis and Ribs 
Down with braced core 

3. Lift leg to hip height and 
hold at the top.

1. Stand up tall with arms 
out front

2. Feet hip distance appart
3. Squat down to 90 

degrees, hold and stand 
back up

1. 4 points of contact, 
hands and knees on the 

ground
2. Place right hand on ear

3. Rotate right elbow 
towards the sky pulling 

shoulder back, opening up 
the chest. Repeat on left 

side.

1. Standing tall, take a 
step foward

2. With hips facing foward, 
lower hips until knees are 

bent
3. Stand back up tall and 

repeat

1. Lay on your back
2. Heels at butt 

3. Drive heels in to the 
ground and push hips 

towards the sky

1. Holding plank position, 
brace core and inhale 

2. On exhale lower your 
body to the ground, by 
bending elbows until 90 

degrees
3. Push in to the ground to 
lift your body up towards 
the sky, keep core braced

Females: 
1. Holding on to bar with 

arms bent
2. Squeeze butt and core 

Male: 
1. Hang off bar with arms 

shoulder width apart, 
palms facing you

2. Pull yourself up, 
shoulders down and back 

and bending your arms
3. Pause at top and lower 

slowly
Pass 
requirement

1. 2-2-2 tempo 
2. Knees bent at 90 

degrees
3. Raise to toes

1. Knees over 3rd toe
2. No forward lean 
3. Squat to 90 degrees

1. No twist at hip 
2. Supporting arm remains 
straigh 
3. At least 30 degrees of 
rotation

1. 3-1-2 tempo. 
2. Knees at 90 degrees 
3. Knees over 3rd toe

1. Level hips 
2. Arms pushed in to 

ground
3. Knees not collapsing in

1. Chest to ground 
2. Shoulders stacked on 

wrist 
3. No drop in hip

1. Braced core 
2. 2-1-2 tempo
3. No shrugging

Video
https://youtu.

be/3DNe0ozf-IA
https://youtu.be/nuzIfrX5v4A

https://youtu.
be/b17MHxKnoT8

https://youtu.
be/nH704M3gQL4

https://youtu.
be/GcnThrIlLFA

https://youtu.
be/f3UmyAdniBs

https://youtu.
be/og7IhsKds1I

https://youtu.be/yJ-
9oXr7ILs
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2. Body Weight Plyo (foundation)

Movement 
patterns

Gait Squat Rotate Lunge Hinge Push Pull 

Exercise
Virtual Skipping constant 

bounce
Squat to toes Side Kick Throughs Lunge to toes Alt. Front Kickthroughs Caveman Pushups 

Alt Hand release Aussie 
Pull Ups

Female 5 min 40 reps (non stop) 20 reps (10L/10R) 20 reps per leg (no rest) 40 reps (no rest) 8 reps 10 reps total

Male 5 min 40 reps (non stop) 20 reps (10L/10R) 20 reps per leg (no rest) 40 reps (no rest) 20 reps 20 reps total

Set up

1. Standing feet shoulder 
width apart

2. Pretend to hold a 
skipping rope, arms out by 

side
3. Bounce on the spot, 
land softly with a slight 

bend in the knees

1. Stand up tall with arms 
out front
2. Feet hip distance appart
3. Sit down in to a imaginary 
chair, hold and stand back 
up on to your toes

1. Starting with 4 point of 
contact, kneeling hands 
and toes hip width 
distance apart
2. Pivot from your left foot 
and thread the right foot 
through
3. Simultaneously pull your 
left arm up 

1. Start kneeling, back 
knee inline with heel
2. With hips facing foward, 
raise hips 
3. Stand up tall on to toes 
and repeat

1. Starting in a loaded 
beast

2. Step forward in to a 
lunge position and place 
foot next to hand on the 
same side and pull arm 

back behind ear 
3. Place hand down beside 

foot, step back in to a 
plank and return to loaded 

beast

1. Holding plank position, 
brace core and inhale 

2. On exhale lower your 
body to the ground, by 
bending elbows until 90 

degrees
3. Push in to the ground to 
lift your body up towards 

the sky, keep core braced, 
lift one hand and tap 

chest. Repeat on other 
side. 

1. Hang off the bar arms 
shoulder width apart

2. Pull you self up pulling 
your shoulders down and 

back
3. Release one hand and 

tap opposite chest, pause 
at top and lower slowly

Pass 
requirement

1. Soft landing on toes and 
heels off the ground 

2. Loose grip on rope, spin 
at fhe wrist 

3. No double bouncing 

1. Knees over 3rd toe
2. No forward lean 
3. Squat to 90 degrees 

1. 5 sec pause at end of 
movement before 
transition
2. Feet pointing at 90 from 
body 
3. Shoulder pulled back 

1. Controlled tempo - own 
rhythm
2. Knees at 90 degrees 
and no touching the 
ground on lower
3. Stand back over 3rd toe

1. Foot transition and 
handlift in sync 

2. 5 second pause 
3. Straight leg at end of 
kick through and elbow 

pulled back

1. Chest to ground 
2. Shoulders stacked on 

wrist 
3. Hand Lifts on Up Phase 

3 second hold on tap

1. Braced core 
2. 2-1-3 tempo

3. 3 second hold on top

Video https://youtu.
be/VArwSIzApFQ

https://youtu.
be/_BISnSE7K4s

https://youtu.
be/Iv4xUynJYWg

https://youtu.
be/CpT35ZE7DFM

https://youtu.
be/XIqPxC7LT14

https://youtu.
be/NHSseb275mM

https://youtu.be/-
ksTs8fJffI
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3. Straps

Movement 
patterns

Gait Squat Rotate Lunge Hinge Push Pull 

Exercise Alt Leg Sprinters Start Form Assisted squat
Assisted oblique Knee 
Tucks  (behind anchor)

Assisted Strap Rear Step 
Lunge

Assisted glute bridges 45 ° Suspended Pushups 45 degree Strap Row

Female 50 reps Total 60 reps (non stop) Alt Side 20 reps Total 
60 Reps Total (30 reps per 

leg) 
20 reps 20 reps 20 reps 

Male 50 reps Total 60 reps (non stop) Alt Side 20 reps Total 
60 Reps Total (30 reps per 

leg) 
20 reps 30 reps 30 reps

Set up

1. Setup with straps 
tucked under armpits. 

Arms bent so their thumbs 
stay in contact with their 

shoulder. One Leg 
Stepped Back 

2. Driving forward with the 
knee of your rear leg, hop 
forward on your lead foot 

then immediately hop back  
3. Switch Legs and repeat

1. Open Palms down on 
handgrips of long straps.
2 Keeping downward 
pressure on straps squat to 
90° knee bend, keeping 
knees in line with 3rd toes. 
3. Ensure Palms stay open 
throughout

1. Hips in line with rack 
uprights (feet close to 
mirror), holding yourself in 
a plank position. 
2. Drive both Knees in To 
opposite armpit and out 
again before then driving 
them to the opposite side . 
3. Watch for collapse at 
the hip. 

1. Open Palms down on 
handgrips of long straps.
 2 Keeping downward 
pressure on straps lunge  
down to 90° knee bend, 
keeping knees in line with 
3rd toes. 
3  Ensure Palms stay open 
throughout

1. Hips in line with rack 
uprights (feet close to 
mirror), heels of feet 

secured in foot loops.
2.  Knees Bent, Hips 

Tucked, Drive through 
Heels. Lift Hips Up 

1. Long Straps. Wrists over 
the grips, Slight space 
between straps and 
forearms. above the 

elbow.
2  Watch for shoulder 

lurching or rise and driving 
or sagging through the 

hips . 

1. Short Straps . Elbows in 
near ribs, Straight Legs 

resting on heels.  
2. Watch for Hip Drive,  

Shoulder Lurch and 
forward head position

Pass 
requirement

Ability to complete 
assigned  reps with no rest 

Ability to complete assigned 
reps without rest

Ability to complete 
assigned reps without 
knees resting on ground 

Ability to complete 
assigned  reps without rest

Ability to complete 
assigned  reps as 

specified without rest 

Ability to complete 
assigned reps without rest

Ability to complete 
assigned reps without rest

Video https://youtu.be/6Z-
XViG6PPw

https://youtu.be/XDfiDpmA-
jw

https://youtu.be/4-
2ybCBVkmg

https://youtu.
be/oucB2SD1I-A

https://youtu.be/lg34O1ov-
Jw

https://youtu.
be/bVv6EWTfDZI

https://youtu.
be/AIF0iEFgvDc
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https://youtu.be/3DNe0ozf-IA
https://youtu.be/3DNe0ozf-IA
https://youtu.be/nuzIfrX5v4A
https://youtu.be/b17MHxKnoT8
https://youtu.be/b17MHxKnoT8
https://youtu.be/nH704M3gQL4
https://youtu.be/nH704M3gQL4
https://youtu.be/GcnThrIlLFA
https://youtu.be/GcnThrIlLFA
https://youtu.be/f3UmyAdniBs
https://youtu.be/f3UmyAdniBs
#rangeid=1760588486
https://youtu.be/VArwSIzApFQ
https://youtu.be/VArwSIzApFQ
https://youtu.be/_BISnSE7K4s
https://youtu.be/_BISnSE7K4s
https://youtu.be/Iv4xUynJYWg
https://youtu.be/Iv4xUynJYWg
https://youtu.be/CpT35ZE7DFM
https://youtu.be/CpT35ZE7DFM
https://youtu.be/XIqPxC7LT14
https://youtu.be/XIqPxC7LT14
https://youtu.be/NHSseb275mM
https://youtu.be/NHSseb275mM
https://youtu.be/-ksTs8fJffI
https://youtu.be/-ksTs8fJffI
#rangeid=1760588486
https://youtu.be/6Z-XViG6PPw
https://youtu.be/6Z-XViG6PPw
https://youtu.be/XDfiDpmA-jw
https://youtu.be/XDfiDpmA-jw
https://youtu.be/4-2ybCBVkmg
https://youtu.be/4-2ybCBVkmg
https://youtu.be/oucB2SD1I-A
https://youtu.be/oucB2SD1I-A
https://youtu.be/lg34O1ov-Jw
https://youtu.be/lg34O1ov-Jw
https://youtu.be/bVv6EWTfDZI
https://youtu.be/bVv6EWTfDZI
https://youtu.be/AIF0iEFgvDc
https://youtu.be/AIF0iEFgvDc
#rangeid=1760588486
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4. Bands

Movement 
patterns

Gait Squat Rotate Lunge Hinge Push Pull 

Bands
Red Micro-Band Monster 

Walks
Squat with hand band pull 

apart
Banded Rotation

Lateral Raise Green Micro 
Band Lunge 

Kneeling Hip Hinge with 
posterior pull

Staggered Stance Single 
arm chest press  

Staggered Stance 
Standing Single arm row

Female
Alt Leg. 100 reps Total 
with Red Micro Band

40 reps non stop 20 reps with Purple Band 20 reps (per leg no rest) 40 reps with purple band
8 reps per side - Purple 

Band
8 reps

Male
Alt Leg. 100 reps Total 
with Red Micro Band

40 reps non stop 30 reps with Purple Band 20 reps (per leg no rest) 40 reps with purple band
10 reps per side - Green 

Band 
10 reps

Setup

1. Banded just below 
knees. Feet remain 

minimum hip width apart. 
2. Toes forward. Holding 

slight squat position. 
Knees Bent with Shins at 

same angle as torso. 
3. Alternating sideways 
step keeping Starting 
posture throughout. 

1. Band is held in hands or 
around wrists. Constant 
"Pull apart tension" with 
elbows tucked into ribs.
 2. Feet remain minimum hip 
width apart. Toes pointing 
forward. Knees stay aligned 
to 3rd toe. 
3. Squatting down to 
Elbows touch thighs (90°). 
Watch for Shins remaining 
at same angle as torso

1. Standing side on to 
rack, band anchored at 
shoulder height. Hands 
clasped together and in 
line with hip closest to 
anchor so slight tension on 
band. 
2. Keeping your hips 
facing forward, rotate 
through the torso until 
hands are in line with hip 
furthest from anchor, 
pause then with control 
return to start position.  
Watch for relying on 
momentum, shoulders 
raising and bending of 
arms

1. Set up in a body weight 
lunge position with a green 
microband looped just 
above the knee on the lead 
leg and gripped in the 
same side hand. 
2. Dropping down in a 
Lunge until Both Knees @ 
90°, keeping knees in line 
with 3rd toe 
simultaneously doing a 
lateral shoulder raise 
creating tension on the 
green micro-band. 

1. Set up in a tall kneel on 
the floor, balls of feet 

pressed into the ground ,  
purple band anchored at 
hip height. With enough 

distance(tension on band)  
from the anchor that for 

that person with no effort 
the hips would "snap" 

back. 
2. Keeping your stability, 
purposefully drive hips 

forward and tuck the hips 
up to complete a rep. 

Watch for full extension on 
the hips without 

overarching of lower back

1. Standing in a split 
stance, knees slightly bent. 
Lead leg is opposite side 
to pressing hand. Client's 
is facing away the side of 

the rack, band anchored at 
shoulder height. Start 
position is with band 

looped around hand and 
thumb of pressing hand 

just in front of clients chest 
(loose tension on band).  

2. Keeping the hips facing 
forward, client rotates at 
the torso simultansously 

pressing with banded arm. 
3. Be mindful that band 

will want to "snap" client 
back they ust be able to 

control this tempo. Watch 
for Shoulder Lurch and 

Elevation 

1. Standing in a split 
stance, knees slightly bent. 
Lead leg is opposite side 

to pulling hand. Client 
facing the side of the rack, 
band anchored at shoulder 

height. Start position is 
with band looped in hand 
and arm at full extension 
(loose tension on band).  

2. Keeping the hips facing 
forward, client rotates at 
the torso simultansously 
pulling with banded arm 

until point of elbows 
passes their back. 

3. Be mindful that band 
will want to "snap" client 
back they ust be able to 

control this tempo. Watch 
for Shoulder Lurch and 

Elevation 

Pass 
requirement

Ability to complete 
assigned reps without rest 

Ability to complete assigned 
reps as instructed without 
resting 

Ability to complete 
assigned reps as 
instructed 

Ability to complete 
assigned reps as 
instructed 

Ability to complete 
assigned reps as 

instructed

Ability to complete 
assigned reps as 

instructed

Ability to complete 
assigned reps as 

instructed
Video https://youtu.

be/SJG4Q_I2rEU
https://youtu.

be/VHMhKidwg3k
https://youtu.be/qgC6sZ-

oek0
https://youtu.

be/wuQeXYM3iz4
https://youtu.

be/NPZnIa4kzWc
https://youtu.

be/OI6a7229baE
https://youtu.

be/3mCsZNHdhMY
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5. Barbell 
* Must be done in Vault  for safety and form. safety racks and spotter in place*

Movement 
patterns

Gait Squat Rotate Lunge Hinge Push Pull 

Exercise NA 3 RM BB Front Squat
20 reps Total Standing BB 

Twist 
20 reps total BB Static 

Lunge 
3 Rep Stiff Legged Deadlift 3RM Bench Press Bent over row

Female NA 45% of BW Barbell + 5% of BW 20% of BW 55% of BW 25% of BW 20% of BW

Male NA 70% of BW Barbell + 10% of BW 35% of BW 95% of BW 65% of BW 50% of BW

Set up NA

1. Set rack just below 
shoulder height

2. Rest the bar on the front 
of the shoulders and use 
either front rack or cross 

front rack postiion 
3. Squat to 90 degrees

1. Start with BB in 
landmind close to hip

2. Raise the BB up and 
over to opposite hip in an 

arc
3. Top arm elbow will 

straighten and lower arm 
will be slightly bent

1. Set rack just below 
shoulder height, position 
the bar on shoudlers and 

take on step back 
2. Brace core amd drop 

hips down, bending knees 
to 90 degrees 

3. Drive hips in to the 
ground and stand up tall 

1. Start with bars at your 
shin, grip the bar and pull 

it appart
2. Maintaining straight 
legs, brace core and lift 

the bar
3. Maintaining straight legs 
lower bar back to ground 

slowly

1. Pull shoulders down and 
back and unrack the bar

2. Keep shoulders 
retracted pull the bar 

appart and control the 
lower

3. Push the bar back up to 
start position and repeat 

1. Bend knees slightly and 
bring torso forward while 

keeping back straight until 
it is parallel with the floor
2. Keep the elbows close 
to the body, squeeze the 

back muscles and pull the 
weight in to your belly 

3. Hold and pause at the 
top the lower the weight 

back to the starting 
position and repeat

Pass 
requirement

NA
1. 3-1-2 tempo 

2. Bar tracking vertically 
3. Squat to 90 degrees

1. No twist in hips 
2. Up right body 

3. Smooth bar track

1.  3-1-2 tempo. 
2. Knees at 90 degrees 

3.Knees over 3rd toe

1. 3-1-3 Tempo
2. Straight legs

3. Controlled lower of 
weight

1. Elbows pulled in
2. No excessive arch in 

lumber 
3. Stable lift thoughout

1. Elbows near ribs
2. Scap rhythm 
3. Neutral spine

Video https://youtu.
be/2sBscCKbcUg

https://youtu.
be/3CJ7ITRTqA0

https://youtu.
be/VVKB6w2PBgk

https://youtu.
be/t6uSgsFhVrw

https://youtu.
be/r_0xlrn1u2w

https://youtu.
be/rCzq5LhMiCs
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6. PB/USB

Movement 
patterns

Gait Squat Rotate Lunge Hinge Push Pull 

Exercise
Shoulder Carry - 1 min 

each side  
Bear Hug Squat Lateral Drag USB Lunge Good morning Kneeling OHead Press High Pull 

Female Power Bag Core 1:30 min hold Core 15 reps Core 20 reps Core 20 reps Core 8 reps Core 8 reps

Male Strength Bag Power 1:30 min hold Core 20 reps Strength 20 reps Strength 20 reps Strength 10 reps Strength 10 reps

Setup

1. Standing up tall, tuck 
pelvis and ribs down with 

braced core  
2. Place the bag on to a 

shoulder, retract shoulders 
and straighten arm 

3. Keep neatural spine and 
walk wth weightKB aove 

head

1. Give the bag a big bear 
hug and try and pull it 

appart
2. Feet hip distance appart

3. Squat down to 90 
degrees, hold and stand 

back up

1. Starting in a plank 
position, shoulder stacked 
over wrists and the bag on 

the outside of your left 
shoulder

2. Brace your core and pull 
the bag from left ot right 
until the bag is outside 

your right shoudler
3. Brace core and drag 
thei bag back to the left 

side. That completes two 
reps. 

1. Clean the bag and 
actively pull the handles 

appart ,
2. Step one foot back with 
hips facing foward, lower 
hips until knees are bent 

90 degrees
3. Stand back up tall and 

repeat

1. Start with bag at your 
shin, grip the bag and pull 

it appart
2. Slight bend in the knees 

and hinge at the hips
3. Thrust the hips forward 
to lift the bag and lower 

slowly 

1. Start with the bag at 
your shins, grip the bag 

and pull it a part .
2. Clean the bag up and 

catch it on your fist
3. Slight bend in the knees 

and then press the bag 
above head

1. Start with bag at your 
shin, grip the bag and pull 

it appart
2. Slight bend in the knees 

and hinge at the hips
3. Drive hips foward and 
pull bag upwards. Focus 

on squeezing mid and 
lower back.

Pass 
requirement

1. No lateral lean 
2. Even hips

3. No shrugging

1. Knees over 3rd toe
2. No forward lean 

3. Squat to 90 degrees 

1. No rotating in hips
2. No drops in hips 

3. Shoulders retracted

1.  3-1-2 tempo. 
2. Knees at 90 degrees 
3. Knees over 3rd toe

1. 3-1-3 Tempo
2. No excessive curve in 

lower back
3. Controlled lower of 

weight

1. Weight stacked over 
center of gravity 

2. No excessive lean in 
back 

3. Bag must sit on fist 

1.  Bag must travel above 
hips

2. No shrugging
3. Controlled lower

Video

Top ↑ 

https://youtu.be/SJG4Q_I2rEU
https://youtu.be/SJG4Q_I2rEU
https://youtu.be/VHMhKidwg3k
https://youtu.be/VHMhKidwg3k
https://youtu.be/qgC6sZ-oek0
https://youtu.be/qgC6sZ-oek0
https://youtu.be/wuQeXYM3iz4
https://youtu.be/wuQeXYM3iz4
https://youtu.be/NPZnIa4kzWc
https://youtu.be/NPZnIa4kzWc
https://youtu.be/OI6a7229baE
https://youtu.be/OI6a7229baE
https://youtu.be/3mCsZNHdhMY
https://youtu.be/3mCsZNHdhMY
#rangeid=1760588486
https://youtu.be/2sBscCKbcUg
https://youtu.be/2sBscCKbcUg
https://youtu.be/3CJ7ITRTqA0
https://youtu.be/3CJ7ITRTqA0
https://youtu.be/VVKB6w2PBgk
https://youtu.be/VVKB6w2PBgk
https://youtu.be/t6uSgsFhVrw
https://youtu.be/t6uSgsFhVrw
https://youtu.be/r_0xlrn1u2w
https://youtu.be/r_0xlrn1u2w
https://youtu.be/rCzq5LhMiCs
https://youtu.be/rCzq5LhMiCs
#rangeid=1760588486
#rangeid=1760588486
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7. Dumbbells / Kettlebells

Movement 
patterns

Gait Squat Rotate Lunge Hinge Push Pull 

Exercise Farmers walk - Overhead DB/KB Squat (Side Carry) 
Hip To Shoulder Wood 

Chop
DB/KB Static Lunge 

(Suitcase Carry)   
DB/KB Deadlift Floor press 6 point Renegade Row 

Female 10kg 1min 10kg 40 reps 6kg 20 reps 10kg 20 reps 10kg 20 reps 8kg 20 reps 8kg 8 reps

Male 16kg 1 min 16kg 50 reps 10kg 10 reps 15kg 20 reps 15kg 20 reps 12kg 20 reps 15kg 10 reps

Set up

1. Standing up tall, tuck 
pelvis and ribs down with 

braced core  
2. Press the weight above 

head, retract shoulders 
and straighten arm 

3. Keep neatural spine and 
walk wth weightKB aove 

head

1. Hold weight close by your 
side 

2. Feet hip distance appart
3. Squat down to 90 

degrees, hold and stand 
back up

1. Stand straight with your 
feet shoulder-width apart 
and hold a dumbbell with 

both hands. 
2. Raise the weight up and 
over to opposite hip in an 

arc
3. Top arm elbow will 

straighten and lower arm 
will be slightly bent

1. Holding weights by your 
side, stand in lunge 

position
2. With hips facing foward, 
lower hips until knees are 

bent 90 degrees
3. Stand back up tall and 

repeat

1. Start with weights at 
your shin, grip the bar and 

pull it apart
2. Maintaining straight 
legs, brace core and lift 

the weights
3. Maintaining straight legs 
lower bar back to ground 

slowly

1. Laying on the floor, hold 
weight stack wrists above 

elbows
2. Arms at wide stance, 

elbows touching floor
3. Push the weight up to 

position and repeat 

1. Start by gripping the 
weight in a plank position
2. Retract shoulders and 

maintaining level hips, pull 
the weight up. 

3. Lower the weight slowly 
and repeat. 

Pass 
requirement

1. No lateral lean 
2. Even hips

3. No shrugging

1. Knees over 3rd toe
2. No forward lean 

3. Squat to 90 degrees 

1. No twist in hips 
2. Up right body 

3. Smooth movement

1.  3-1-2 tempo. 
2. Knees at 90 degrees 
3. Knees over 3rd toe

1. 3-1-3 Tempo
2. Straight legs

3. Controlled lower of 
weight

1. Elbows touch ground
2. No excessive arch in 

lumber 
3. Stable lift thoughout

1. Elbows pulled in
2. No twist in hips 

3. Controlled lower, no 
drop of weight

Video

Top 

8. Battle Ropes

Movement 
patterns

Gait Squat Rotate Lunge Hinge Push Pull 

Exercise Single wave with step Squat waves single waves Side to side waves
Static lunge with single 

waves
Double waves

6 point overhead rope 
drag

Rope Pull

Female
1min 50 reps 50 reps 50 reps total 50 reps 10 reps

seated 10 reps (up/down 
with 10kg KB)

Male
1 min 50 reps 50 reps 50 reps total 50 reps 10 reps

seated 15 reps (up/down 
with 16kg KB)

Set up
1. Standing shoulder width 

apart
2. Semi Squat positon
3. Light slack on ropes

1. Standing shoulder width 
apart

2. Semi Squat positon
3. Light slack on ropes

1. Standing shoulder width 
apart

2. Semi Squat positon
3. medium slack on ropes

1. Standing shoulder width 
apart

2. Semi Squat positon
3. Light slack on ropes

1. Standing shoulder width 
apart

2. Semi Squat positon
3. Light slack on ropes

1. Standing shoulder width 
apart, looking away from 

anchor
2. Semi Squat positon
3. Light slack on ropes

1. Standing shoulder width 
apart

2. Semi Squat positon
3. Light slack on ropes

Pass 
requirement

1. Starting length ropes 
hang down by sides of leg.
2. 90 degree bend, torso 

upright, Shoulders locked, 
Stable core 

3. No side to side swaying 
leaning

1. Starting length ropes 
hang down by sides of leg. 

2. Squat at 90 degrees, 
braced core, torso remains 
upright, shoulders locked.

1. Starting length ropes 
hang down by sides of leg. 
2. Hips forward, twist from 

thoracic, knees bent

1. Starting length ropes 
hang down by sides of leg. 
2. Both Knees @ 90°, hips 

facing forward
3. knees in line with 3rd 

toe, drop down not 
forward

1. Starting length ropes 
hang down by sides of leg. 

2. Squat at 90 degrees, 
braced core, torso remains 
uprigh, shoulders locked.

1. Core braced, hips level, 
elbows close to side

1. Core braced, pulling 
through the motion, 

maintain neutral spine, 
torso upright. 

2. Sit back with feet 
behind line of mat

Video

Top

STAGE 4 :  Let's Flow!

Let's do a full body continuous fitness flow. Choose one of the flows below to complete for 3 minutes. No breaks. Remember, global rules still apply here. 

Test 12 min Cooper Test 
Alt KB Snatch, Swing into 

Windmill  
Push up Burpee with pull 

up
DB Pushup, Renegade 

Row, Thruster 
USB MAX Alt. Lunge

USB Alt Side Tactical 
Vaulting 

Animal Free Flow

Female Personal Purple (8kg) KB 
1. Burpee with kickout only

2. Chin Up to 90° arm 
bend

Pair 10kg Dbs Green USB Green USB BW

Male Personal Red (10kg) KB 
1. Burpee with push up

2. Pull up to chin over bar
Pair 15kg Dbs Red USB Red USB BW

Setup

Either running laps on 
uniterrupted track or on 

treadmill. Client travels as 
far as possible in 12 mins

1. Alt. Single Arm KB 
Snatch. 2. Once weight is 

securely positioned 
overhead client performs a 
high kb windmill. 3. Once 

windmill is completed client 
swings kb back down, then 
switches hands at the peak 

of next swing before 
repeating sequence with 

other hand

1. Position yourself just 
behind overhead Bar

2. Start sequence

1. Feet must jump from 
pushup postition into 

squat position and vice 
versa 2. Hands stay on DB 

at all times  

1. Stand tall
2. Simultaneous step and 

twist
3. No stopping

1. Start with back on floor, 
USB on shoulder. 2. 
Transition until fully 

upright. 3. Once back on 
floor Client moves 

themself to position bag 
on other shoulder (bag 

does not get transferred 
over the client) 

Commencing in Ape 
Position.

Pass 
Requirement

Run/Walk as far as you 
can in 12 minutes. No 

stopping.

1. 3mins. Continuous (no 
rest), 

2. Each component of 
exercise is properly 

completed

1. 2mins continuous no 
rest

2. Find rhythm
3. Push up - chest to 

ground, Pull up chest to 
bar

1. No Knees on ground 
throughout 2. 3mins 

continuous no rest . 3. 
Each component of 
exercise is properly 

completed

1. 3mins. Alt Back Steps
2. Continuous (no rest), 

3. Step and twist together

1. 3mins. 
2. Continuous (no rest), 
3. Each component of 
exercise is properly 

completed

Using Beast, loaded 
Beast, scorpion, crab 
reach. Ape Close, Ape 

Open, Underswitch and 
Beast Wave. Continuous 

flow for 3 minutes. 
Movements can be 

integrated however client 
prefers

Top
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